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November 19, 2012

Members: 23 Apologies: 5 Guests: 0

Education
Andy Foster

Andy Foster shared his refereeing experience at the  2012 Canadian Collegiate Athletic 
Association (ACAC) Championships in Coquitlam, BC.

Call to Order The president called the meeting to order at 8:00pm.
Minutes Reviewed. One correction noted by Bob Hope that he is no longer the CSRA rep.  Minutes 

accepted, moved by Mike McNally-Dawes, seconded by Bob Hope.
Correspondence Christian passed on that Elvio is looking for articles for the next Flag and Whistle.

Registrar VISRA has 30 regular members (4 of which signed on tonight) and 7 life members for a 
total of 37 members. 

Treasurer
Christian Hauer

2012 budget to date: Savings – 8935.24, Chequing – 743.70, Total – 9678.94.

Ways and Means N/C

Assessments
Alex Milne

Alex mentioned that the online assessment process still has some hiccups, as some people 
who have paid for assessments are not on the system.  He reminded everyone that it is a 
two-step process: 1) payment through ref centre. 2) assessment request through ref 
centre.

Library
Boris Glazar

N/C

BCSRA
Larry Cade

Bob Hope mentioned that he was involved in a conference call with BCSRA recently. He 
noted that there are excellent presentations available on the BCSRA website on ‘Small Side 
Refereeing’ and ‘Assistant Refereeing’.

CSRA N/C

VISL
Dennis Somner

Vince Greco and Dennis Somner sent their regrets for the meeting.  The President read out 
an email from Vince:
“The language directive was an initiative from the VISL (mens League) only. It has nothing 
to do with the direction the Women’s League (LIWSA) or Youth Leagues (LISA) including 
any HPL or VIPL.  Pretty sure the issue is not at the same level, if it is an issue, I’m sure 
those groups will send you a note. 
I did also want to clarify audible and loud.  I realize we are trying to keep this as black and 
white as possible and eliminate any grey areas, but I am hoping some common sense 
comes into play.  In my watching of games, I think it has almost been perfect – but in 
reading some of the referee reports, it would appear that there may be some confusion.
If a player stubs his toe or shanks a pass or sails a shot over the bar – then mumbles an F 
word, we are not expecting you to red – perhaps at that point a quick and easy little heads 
up about foul language is appropriate….or a “be careful”  or however else you want to 
phrase.
I If a player stubs his toe or shanks a pass or sails a shot over the bar – then screams out 
an F Bomb that is easily heard by plenty of people – including sidelines, then yes – a red 
card to be shown.
The only other controversy we seem to be receiving is weather foul language was used or 
not in a player receiving a red card. Please be sure that the foul language was used before 
you red card.
Other than that – it is still important to us and we will start to see games where foul 
language is not as common as the past. As mentioned earlier, it is imperative that we all 
are on the same page and we try to be as consistent as possible. That will not only help the 

http://www.visra.org/


League, but will also help all your officials as it essentially backs each other up.”
LIWSA 
Donna Porter

Randy Wachtin sent his regrets but sent an email with some points from LIWSA. The 
secretary read it out:
“Great work with officials checking ID cards at games. Reports have been very positive. As 
much as an inconvenience it can be at times, we appreciate the diligence of officials being 
active in this area.
“LIWSA has their All-Star Games scheduled for Saturday, January 5th. Two games. 
Premier/Div 1's contest at 12:00pm kick off.  Div 2/3/O30 contest with 2:30pm kick off. 
LIWSA will be seeking an all female official crew for the event. Officials will be paid at the 
field. LIWSA will consult with VISRA for two top female referees. LIWSA will consult with 
youth clubs referee coordinators for top female assistants.”

LISA / Metro
Tiberio de Frias/Al Moir

Tiberio reminded everyone that LISA reports use a different website than VISL.  

Mark Parsons inquired as to whether or not reports are registering on the LISA website as 
they are not emailed back after completed online.  Tibeiro and Bob confirmed that they are 
indeed being received, and that the website is currently not set-up to email the reports 
back to the referee when completed.

Bob reminded everyone that a discipline report is to be filled out when reporting 
coaches/team officials.  Simply putting the discipline in the game report is not enough, as it 
will not go to the right forum. 

BCSA Referee
Tiberio de Frias

Tiberio mentioned that there will be a meeting in mid-December to evaluate referees that 
will be maintaining/upgrading their classifications.

Old Business The association confirmed that we will not be able to accommodate moving the meeting to 
different dates and locations to accommodate differing schedules.

New Business Tiberio mentioned that he will be attending an education session on Jan 6th at Lakehill for 
referee development.

Dave Levinson asked if there was anything that could be done about disorganized player ID 
cards and team lists prior to matches as they slow down the ID verification.  Mark McNally-
Dawes agreed to contact VISL to investigate.

The President reminded the association that the next meeting will be the VISRA annual 
Christmas Pot Luck and will take place Monday, December 17th.  Bring a dish and come out 
to relax.

Adjournment Moved by Andy Foster; seconded by Boris Glazar.

Meeting Adjourned: 9:00pm

Next Meeting: 7:15pm Monday, December 17th, 2012
Gordon Head Soccer Fieldhouse, Tyndall Park

Respectfully Submitted,

Omar Masood
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